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Changes in mobile markets in the last twelve
years
New waves of technologies arriving to the market
Revenue is mostly from voice but importance of data is growing
Considerably decreasing voice prices (more than 50%)
Many new entries into the markets, due to 3G spectrum allocation – but is
this a cause?
Number of operators converged to 3 or 4 in every MS by 2012 (except CY)
through entries and mergers
However several regulators consider 4 operators necessary for effective
competition
New merger wave because of economic conditions
approved H3/Orange in AT 2012

announced in IE, and DE, and raised in IT during 2013
however no ardor for in-border mergers from the Commission
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Aim of the research
developing policy evaluation methodology to separate the
effects of entries / mergers from the "normal" price trend
On a panel of 27 MS telecom markets in 2003-2010
Public data for voice prices

Main message: effects of entries and mergers crucially depend on
the number of active operators and the type of entrant
Not controlling for these differences might lead to misleading
conclusions in ex-post (and also ex-ante) assessment
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Preliminary summary of results
(model: separation of effects of entries/mergers & operator
number & type)
Entry effects on average price compared to the (decreasing) path of counterfactual
countries not affected by specific entry type

2-to-3 entries (5)

3-to-4 entries (8)

4-to-5 entries (3)

Firm type

Multi (1)

Local (4)

Multi (3)

Local (5)

Multi (3)

Local (0)

Effect

+22%***

-33%

+4%

-29% ***

-31%***

-

Merger effects on average price compared to the path of counterfactual countries
not affected by specific merger type (note that there are only a few)
4-to-3 (only 1): price decrease
5-to-4 (4): no significant effects
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Assessed entries and mergers in 2003-2010
Differences in events' type and timing allow us to separate treatment and control groups for most
effects to be studied
No events in 10 countries (1 w 2 ops, 8 w 3 ops, 1 w 4 ops)
16 entries & 5 mergers
Differentiate between types of entrants as multinational (M) or local (L)
Note: all 3-4 and 4-5 multinational entrants are Hutchison companies
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2004

2-3 entry
3-4 entry

M

M

4-5 entry

M (2)

M

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

L

L

M

L

L

M

L (3)

4-3 merger
5-4 merger

L

2010

L

1
1

2

1
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Number of MNOs
(January 1, each year between 2002-2011)
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Estimation methodology
Standard quasi-experimental policy evaluation method (difference-indifferences, DID): compare pre- and post-event price differentials between
1.
2.

countries that were affected by the event (treatment group) and
countries those that were not (control group)

pit = ∑ α j s jt + β × controlsit + ui + vt + ε it
s jt -s are the country-specific shocks to be examined
In the simplest case, s jt = 0 before the event and 1 thereafter

If estimated standard errors serially correlated, it biases results
They are in our case, especially because prices follow a decreasing trend
We correct this problem by estimating the model on first differences
(One could perform two-stage estimation procedures as well)
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Data, controls and treatments
2003-2010 price data from DG InfoSoc annual implementation reports (Teligen data)
From the year of joining the EU (so only for 15 markets from 2003, for 12 shorter period) 
195 observations
Prices are from August/September of each year
Lowest available prices for the 2 leading operators for 3 predefined baskets
OECD2002 baskets: low (25 calls+30 SMS), medium (75+35), high (150+42)
We use average prices for each basket + mean of basket averages
Controls from Eurostat & DG InfoSoc
Demand: GDP per capita, population
General price level: exchange rate, inflation, VAT
Costs: population density, termination rate (MTR)
Mobile market structure: penetration, presence of MVNO (weak positive effect)
Effective entry time: the start date of commercial activity (not the date of winning the license)
3 months of adjustment period allowed, so only events before May are assumed to effect the
leading 2 operators’ prices in August
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Separation of effects…
We proceed the analysis in steps and check how results change:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Simple changes in operator number (e= +1; m = -1)
Separating entries and mergers
Conditional on operator number before the event
Conditional on the type of entrant
Separating short-run and long-run effects
•

year 1, year 2, from year 3 on

Note: all effects measured should be interpreted as average
difference from price trend of similar non-affected countries
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… and results (1)
Step

Level of analysis

Expectation (based on intuition
or theory)

Results

1

Simple changes in
operator number

More (less) operators results in
lower (higher) price ?

Yes, more operator means
slightly (but significantly) lower
price

2

Separating entries and
mergers

Do they have symmetric effects? Entries and mergers are not
symmetric
•
•

3

Market context conditional
on operator number
before the event

Theory and regulatory
assessments suggest larger
effects with fewer firms

with entry there is a significant
decrease in price
merger effect is ambiguous and
not significant

Effects depend on the preentry number of operators
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Benchmark result with no separation
All estimation results on log of prices with country clustered robust standard errors,
including all controls listed before

If no separation of e /m, an increase (decrease) in the number of mobile operators
leads to a significant 14% price decrease (increase)
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Results after separation of entries / mergers

After separation of e/m effects, entries are shown to have a18% price decreasing effect
on average , while mergers are shown to be neutral
Further separations fine-tune these results even more
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… and results (2)
Step

Level of analysis

Expectation
(based on intuition or theory)

Results

4

Conditional on the type of
entrant

Is the effect sign and size depends
on the context and entrant type?

Effects crucially depend on
entrant type

5

Separating short-run and
long-run effects:
effects for year 1 and 2
accounting for short term
adjustments, and average
effects from year 3 on for
"stabilized" states

Are the dynamics conditional on
market context and entrant type?

Dynamics is different according
to entrant types and pre-entry
number of operators
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Separation of e/m, operator numbers, and
entrant types
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Results of final (deepest) specification
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Summary of results
2-to-3 entries
Point estimates for multinational entrants are positive and significant, for local
entrants negative but not significant

3-to-4 entries (the most frequent events) different effect according to
type: no significant price decreasing effect for Multinational, but significant
price decreasing effect for Local type
4-to-5 entries caused significant and unambiguous price decrease
all of them are Hutchison

Mergers do not have significant effects in the final specification
No significant effects for 5-to-4 mergers (and point estimates mostly neg.)
Note selection problem: all mergers were investigated, some cleared only with
remedies (not the 4-to-3)
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Discussion of results
Simple cross-country comparisons are not the best way, it is better with
classical DID panel in case of mobile markets
No differently affected local markets within a country
Panel benefits: less fear for omitted variables + real changes analyzed

Note that Teligen basket prices are imperfect proxies
However, no other public time series data (i.e. ARPMs available only for 2 years)
Quarterly data would also help considerably, but again not public

No price info for mobile data
But mobile data services were less important in the 2003-2010 period

Note that results are sensitive to effective entry dates
Again, trusted quarterly data would be helpful here
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Thank You for attention

csorba.gergely@krtk.mta.hu
zoltan.papai@infrapont.hu
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Discussing the endogeneity problem
Crucial assumption of DID: events are exogenous country-specific shocks or at least
independent from price developments
If not satisfied than non-affected countries cannot serve as a valid counterfactual
However, (expected) price differences between countries do not violate this assumption,
only if firms expect different price trends and base their entry decisions (mostly) on this
Qualitative research and industry experience (overbidding, returning spectrum, regulatory
favoritism) shows that lot of other factors affect entry decisions
Checking exogeneity would be hard in our case (like comparing price trends before entries),
as treatments happen in different time periods
Lack of valid instruments here that are correlated with the events but not correlated with the
price

Therefore, we do not see another way than a classical DID approach, but need for
careful checking of the robustness of results
For 3-to-4 entries, we checked what happens if we use only stable 3 op countries as
counterfactuals, results do not change
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